BX6200 S4

BX620 S4 Notes
Number

Applicable
models

Cautions

Actions

H01

BX620 S4

Some models do not support the BitLocker feature.

You can use BitLocker™ Drive Encryption on your PRIMERGY server.
Before using BitLocker, please read the cautions for the BitLocker feature.
>> http://www.fujitsu.com/global/services/computing/server/ia/driver/w2k8.html

H02

BX620 S4

Updating BIOS firmware or iRMC firmware will be required,
depending on the models.

If you were required the updating BIOS firmware and iRMC firmware, please
contact your local supplier or nearest Fujitsu sales company for details support
and contact information.
>> http://www.fujitsu.com/global/contact/computing/PRMRGY_index.html

H04

BX620 S4

In the case of the constitution that it is not used a built-in CDROM/DVD-ROM drive, the error that is not expected logging of by
the event log of the OS.

It's avoidable by it set the following keys to registry, and invalidating a built-in CDROM/DVD-ROM drive.
When it is used a built-in CD-ROM/DVD-ROM drive, this setting is unnecessary.
In addition, it is necessary to put back a Registry key when it's added a built-in CDROM/DVD-ROM drive after this setting application.

A source: Service Control Manager Eventlog Provider
Event ID: 7026
I was not able to read the next boot start driver or a system start
screwdriver:
cdrom
A cause
Because this problem demanded start for the device driver which
there is not to a computer, it occurs because a start error was
recorded. There is not the evil on the system by this event log
having been recorded.

A key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\cdrom
The name of the value: Start
The kind of the value: REG_DWORD
The data of the value: 4
There is the thing that a serious problem occurs when it change registry by mistake.
When it edit registry, please be careful enough.
It can restore registry when I back up registry before editing in case when a problem
occurred.

